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Wendy Munro
Transmissions from Sirius

Journey into the new Millenium

Cairns: Triad, 1997

- Earthquakes can occur when you are not utilising the electromag-

netic energies being poured into your planet. (68)

- Love provides all things to all beings. With absolute and total love,

you would never need to attend any institution of learning, for with love

you have all wisdom. With absolute and total love you would have all the

riches, all the wealth, and all the resources that you would ever require, for

love denies nothing. Love refuses nothing. Love is All-There-Is. To the de-

gree you allow yourself to be loved by yourself and others, to the degree

you are willing to open your heart, by that degree you will allow everything

to flow easily, and have access to all resources. (69)

- From the period between 240.000 and 90.000 years ago Earth was

visited by many races from within the Milky Way galaxy and beyond it. (82)

- In the latter stage of this period a group of beings from the Orion

constellation visited Earth with the explicit intention of seeking to control

the race of beings who were living there. … Fear was genetically intro-
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duced into the DNA creating a race of beings who experienced extreme

fear and separation, so great that it caused many to hide in underground

caverns. The damage that was created in the human psyche, the human

soul, was so vast that it created a total separation from any connection

with All-That-Is. (id)

- Your purpose now as a humanity is to face and heal that fear (83)

- A group of highly evolved beings who had stepped down from the

Sirian system under the leadership of the one known to you now as Jesus

(he was not called by that name at the time) assumed the task of being the

redeemer of both the fallen angels and the defiled humanity (84).

- At the same time as the beings from Venus came to Earth as Master

teachers, it was recognised that another very important step was needed.

To protect the process that was set in place it was necessary to close the

vortex through which so many were able to gain access. This was the vor-

tex which is linked in a particular geometric configuration with the constel-

lation of Sirius. Sirius provides the focal point through which this energy

may spiral into your planet Earth. God/Goddess energy flows from beyond

the universe through the Sirius vortex into the whole universe. When the

vortex was sufficiently closed, to allow only a trickle of this energy to flow to

sustain the female principle, it thrust Earth, the evolving humanity and all
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who were karmically linked, into the need to resolve and transform all of

the dynamics that had created the ‚fall‘ from grace. (id)

- Sirius holds the vibration of love and wisdom and all that is related to

Goddess and her connection to Earth and nature worship. The great priest

teachers throughout the ages such as Zadok, Melchizedek, Hermes, Merlin,

Jesus, Zoroaster, Appolonius,  Osiris, Akhnaton and many others, were teach-

ers in the Mystery schools of Lemuria, who had come from Venus and Sirius.

   Their ability to teleport in their physical bodies enabled them to go from

village to village. They became the dreamers for the people in the village.

They would walk amongst them and ask: „Do you have a dream that you

wish to be dreamed?“ and the people would come and say „Yes, I have a

dream“ and would talk about their dream. The dreamer would then dream

with them, enter into their dream and enable it to become real, to become

manifest.

   Similarly, the healers had the ability to attune to where they were needed.

They would appear in the village even before a disease would appear, even

before people would find themselves to be ill. As healers, they used the prin-

ciples of spiritual law and for them the healing was instantaneous and mi-

raculous for there was no need to delay the healing process. There was no

need for healing to take time. Training in the Mystery schools continued

over many thousands of years until there was a whole wave of beings who
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had achieved mastery. Earth was also going through its own changes and

Lemuria was reaching its completion. (90)

- The Aquarian Age is the age of the Dreamer. It is the age in which

each and every person is able to express according to his particular desire,

according to what allows him the greatest degree of joy and pleasure, the

greatest degree of excitement! It is the age of the mind, not just the con-

scious mind, but the intuitive and the inspirational. It is the age of the cre-

ative mind and will take each and every person beyond the limitations of

third-dimensional linear thinking into an expansion of thought so the

Dreamer can again dream the dream and create. (95)

- The Piscean Age has still not completely left. It will leave totally, com-

pletely in 1998 with only the remnant energies remaining after that period.

There will still be those who attempt to hold on to an old age as did some

who rebelled against Moses, the Monad for the Aryan Age. The rebels built

the golden calf to affirm their desire to remain with the Age of Taurus. They

eventually saw the error of their ways when they fell victim to the wrath of

Moses. In a similar manner those who cling to the past will find it difficult to

remain in a world that will move on regardless of their resistence to change.

(99)
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- From 1998, the greater impact of the Aquarian Age will begin to be

felt. There will be major inventions that will be of the element of air, the

element of communication and that which extends and expands conscious-

ness into outer space. We are speaking of scientific inventions. There will be

a worldwide focus on outer space and the greater desire for communica-

tion with the extraterrestrials. Also you will see changes taking place in the

areas of music, of the arts. There will be a great influx of beauty and of har-

mony, balancing those energies and forces that are to do with the soul.

They will assist the soul to find its resonance and its family so that spiritual-

ity will emerge to be the union of sould and mind together as one. (id)

- This is the period of the expansion of the mind above and beyond

what has been so far and the blending and unifying of beauty and har-

mony, so the soul will be nourished in harmony and bliss. For this is the

balancing and the opportunity to bring together the appreciation of what

is God and what is Goddess and how that is experienced within the spiri-

tual human form. (id)

- This is the preparation of what is to be the accelerated Aquarian

Dawning. You have been in the Aquarian Age of minor proportions for a

considerable time, since the beginning of your communication. That will

transcend whatever has been on your planet before! Communication,

knowledge, information! (id)
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- The New Age is the age of communication. Communication will be

requested of you. (100)

- To prepare for this you will each be required to heal your own fears

around communication. It is time for each of you to address those previous

life experiences when you were tortured, lost your tongue or were thrown

into the dungeons, either literally or metaphorically. It is time now for you

to have the courage to speak out and be heard. It is time to speak your

truth. (101)

- The artists of the Aquarian Age will be able to demonstrate their un-

derstanding of soul expressing itself in the vessel or chalice of the great

feminine principle of Earth. When Earth is given its full value as the sacred

feminine principle or vessel of the Cosmic Spirit, and embraced by the art-

ist, the theologian and the scientist alike, then the Aquarian Age will have

served its purpose. (103)

- All of you will need to heal, decode, rescript and reprogram, so that

fear is no longer a part of your psyche. (126)

- The purpose of low magic is to provide techniques which will assist

you in your own personal transformation. As you live in a holographic world,

applying techniques to yourself will also impact on your outer world. You

may divide your life into specific areas and approach each in an organised
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way. For example, we would recommend each of you look at your physical

health, your emotional health, your relationships, your career path and your

financial status to begin with. Your task is to discover the beliefs you have

established around each of these, for example: you may have made the

decision at a young age that sickness provided you with attention and love.

That pattern continues into your adult life. There are many books to assist

you to discover the symbolic meaning behind many of your illnesses. We

suggest you take advantage of thse. Your purpose is to break the old pat-

terns to enable your body to be healed.  (165)

- Emotions are the force which enable you to move into a higher ex-

pression of yourself. Even anger, when expressed appropriately, without

blame and with full responsibility, enables a strengthening of self-esteem

and self-regard. (166)

- Indeed money and material possessions in general may indicate how

willing you are to receive. Your task is to learn how to receive love. If your

financial balance is in the red it will generally indicate you have very little

value for yourself and the abilities you have lying dormant within you and

also how willing you are to love yourself enough to trust yourself. Remem-

ber, you create your own reality. If you are not happy with any part of it, you

can create it differently. (167)
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- All ceremony and ritual is performed with an understanding of the

four elements of fire, water, air and earth; the four directions of south, west,

east and north; and the ways in which the angelic hierarchy may be in-

voked to assist in the transformational and alchemical process to change

the base nature into this transcendent Self (gold). (168)

- You may even use the living room of your home after you have set

aside the mundane furniture and cleansed the area that you are to use. The

space may be returned to its original use after you have performed the

necessary ceremony. Your particular ceremony will always need to be

didicated to a specific purpose. As you have in mind personal transforma-

tion you may wish to systematically go through each of the four elements

one by one over a period of a month, with a week for each element. During

a partcular week you will focus on the associations for an elements and

work towards mastery (not control) of the element within yourself. (id)

- Those beings who have been called to be present in the sacred space

may then assist you to journey forth into the realms beyond so you may

become familiar with the inter-dimensional spaces beyond time and space.

You may also create for yourselves in that inner space/ the opportunities

whereby those who are the great teachers, may join with you, enter into

that sacred space and there hold counsel together. In the sharing of wis-
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dom all will be the beneficiaries. There, in that sacred space, there is the

opportunity for great light and great love to pour down. (168, 169)

- Your physical bodies are the microcosm within the macrocosmic

universe. As you understand Self, so will you understand All-That-Is. (170)

- Secret Governments, men in black, ghosts, the law, your boss, black

magic, all represent the principle of loss of your personal power to express

yourself. You are here in this life to learn not to give your power away. Noth-

ing can harm you except the belief that it will. (172)

- Love of Self is as important as love for another. (173)

- You are imprisoned by the scientific, social and political models you

have created and are unable to see beyond them. (190)

- When the belief is changed a huge amound of energy is released to

enable the person to assume a new status of expression. The same prin-

ciple can be applied to change belief structures within education, health,

social constraints, religious beliefs and many others. With the influence of

the Aquarian Age and the inflow of the energy of the Goddess through the

Sirius vortex, the old structures are broken down and huge volumes of en-

ergy are released. The nergy is available to find new structures on a higher
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dimensional level. In this way you will be guided into the next millenium,

creating and establishing new forms and structures on increasingly higher

levels until you move through the veil of illusion and set yourself free of the

constraints of time and space. (id)

- You are multi-dimensional beings. You exist on all dimensions at the

same time. Your task is simply to expand your consciousness beyond the

veils you have placed around you… (197)

- You forgot a very important premise: it is your vision and dream for

the future which creates the present. You have decided to interpret your

present based on your past and allowed your past to be the reason why

you do not go forward. (211)

- The Ancient Ones knew prayer was a direct access to the fifth dimen-

sion, whereby it is possible to create something outside of the constraint of

time and bring it into this world. (213)

- Create the time and the space by realising you are the master of both.

Set aside those periods of time/ where you are able to be in your own space.

Be quiet. Be contemplative. Enter into that space. (213, 214)

- Be aware the changes which are taking place now are to occur even

more rapidly, more powerfully and there is an acceleration towards the
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higher levels of the experience of love, of opening up intuitively, enabling to

tune into fourth-dimensional experiences. With the quickening of time,

whatever you think will be created so much faster. It is now time for you to

really be aware of the power of your own creative abilities. When you de-

cide what you would like to experience, do it with clarity, with emotion and

do it with all of the faculties that will enable it to come through without

deviation. (215)

- You do not have to go into the forth dimension to see into other

dimensions. You only need to develop a greater awareness by activating

your higher-dimensional senses. Then you will be able to access all the di-

mensions consciously, even while you are still in the third dimension. In the

process you will be increasing the vibrational frequency of your physical

body to facilitate your ability to see and hear. (218)

- Each of you has made the decision to participate at this time. Have

you ever wondered why so many have been born at this time? More than

five billion of you! Five billion, multiplying at a rapid rate, moving towards

ten billion by the end of your decade. What is to become of you? So many

are seeking to participate in this grand event, something that has never,

ever been allowed before in the entire history of the universe. Something

that has never, ever been considered possible before. You have decided to

ascend consciously. (220)
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- Each person is an individual in his own right. There are those who

very easily stand in both worlds. You have access to fourth dimension and

beyond. It is not something that will occur, being one day in the third di-

mension, the next day in the fourth. The dimensional levels are overlaid one

on top of the other. The only differenciation is a change in vibrational fre-

quency. Each dimension is a hologram of all of the dimensions. It is possible

to access all dimensions through every dimension. You only need to know

the keys, symbols and sounds which open the doors to that dimension. (id)

- In each particle of information, the totality of all information is avail-

able. Your universe is a hologram. You have your life in one very small por-

tion of it, but you have access to all of it. Within each and every cell of your

body, there is all – physical, emotional, astral, etheric, mental and spiritual –

through all and every dimension. Each cell in your body is an antenna for

the entire universe. It is a hologram. (id)

- Practice imagination, practise imaging, for in that way you exercise

those portions of your brain which are necessary for you to move forward

into the higher-dimensional awareness. … Through the use of imagination

you can create visual scenes similar to your ideal world. By activating all of

your senses in the inner world scene, you are preparing those senses to

function in the other dimension. … Imagination is the A-B-C. Practise it in

all your meditations. Visualise, and as you visualise, every image will be-
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come more and more real. We do encourage you to do this, for your world

will surely change. You will always initially perceive us through your imagi-

nation. We like to use your imagination so you can have a sense of what we

look like, and then, as you move beyond, because you have mastered it, we

will appear to you as we truly are, and you will be very much aware that the

veils have surely dissolved. (221)

- If you go through the transition feeling as if you are not able to ac-

commodate the increased energies, it may cause headaches, eye strain, or

certain weaknesses in your body. These are the times to spend in medita-

tion, and to begin the process of activating the brain. (222)

- A specific configuration of planets within your solar system and be-

yond it will provide the necessary elements to accelerate the change in your

brain. Chemical activity will cause the release of specific neurotransmitters

that have the task of accelerating change above and beyond what has been

normal within the human brain. The awakened pineal gland will release a

drop, like dew drop on a flower petal. That drop will gently fall down into

the pituitary gland and create an explosion therein. It will cause a rever-

beration in your brain which will create a harmonic that will cause all the

cells in your body to awaken. That harmonic also will release yet another

drop, like an elixir, which will then pour down into the thyroid and again

into the vessel of your heart.
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   Many will wonder why they can suddenly access those other lifetimes.

Well, because they are in your body. They are you. You are not separated

from those other lifetime experiences. You are living them all at the same

time! It will depend on what you are experiencing at any given point of

time and where your focus is, as to which life flows into your consciousness.

   And while we speak of past-life experiences to be experienced in the

present, we may also say that the you that you are now is also connecting

to the future you‘s! You have many future you‘s. You did not just decide to

have one future, you have many choices. (223)

- You are now bringing your future into your present, as you have pre-

viously been bringing your past into your present. Your future lifetimes will

indicate the potentials you are facing within yourself: how great you can

be, how expansive, powerful, beautiful and wise you can be. It is a very dif-

ferent perspective from trying to resolve the problems of the past. (224)

- Your future and your mind have the capability to bring about such

powerful transformations throughout your planet that one of the futures

of your planet can be a total eradication of all violence. (id)

- Love is more than an emotion. It is the only energy which will take

you from where you are to the highest dimensional levels in your universe

and beyond. Love opens all doors, removes all fears, claims all wisdom and
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empowers to act in all situations. Love unites with true understanding. With

love you honour and respect, and give value to Self and others. When each

of you is able to love and be loved by Self and others in all fullness, you will

know you have access to all resources. Love denies nothing and provides

everything including wisdom and right use of power. When you love abso-

lutely, all of your needs are met. (229)

- All of your experiences, including your relationships, are specificially

designed to reveal the blockages which still need to be cleared. Use the

affirmation: ‚All of my relationships are healing relationships‘. In this way,

while experiencing your relationships, you trust your own inner guidance.

(231)

- When you are able to recognise the belief which holds you locked

into an old pattern, yo are able to change it and release yourself from the

control of the past. (id)

- Even the most profound of your orgasms can only be compared to a

pat on the shoulder. In the dimensions of our vibration we blend the total-

ity of our being when we express our love for each other. There are no se-

crets and we are totally known to each other on all of our levels. We with-

hold nothing and give everything. (232)
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- If any of you are in debt, you may be assured that you have not yet

learned to be a receiver. You may see indicators of denying yourself when

you have only a little money left over and another bill comes in or the car

breaks down. These are the ways in which you prevent yourself from re-

ceiving for yourself. You will always find the way to do for another, but will

leave yourself short. (id)

- Goddess is calling you. Your task is to respond to her call. It is her gift

to you. Many of you will have difficulty receiving her gift. You have been

taught throughout your life that it is better to give than to receive. May we

suggest that until you are ready to receive the gift of love and light from

Goddess you will prevent yourself from changing the fear-based DNA. Many

of you will face varying degrees of fear, through to anxienty, terror and dread,

to pressure you to reach out for help so the old patterns may be healed. The

love and light of God/Goddess is coming into your consciousness in a way

that it has not for thousands of years. It will touch you in ways that will

enable the following to take place. (232)

- Firstly, the Goddess energy will change your perspective of time and

space. Your attention will be directed to purpose and destiny and you will

begin to put your attention to your future rather than the past (233).
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- From this time on, the past will no longer have the same controlling

influence over you. It is only your desire to continue to keep the past alive

that reactivates the old wounds. (id)

- The second change that will become very evident with the influence

of God/Goddess will be the changes within your physical body. Old genetic

codes that cause ageing and death are being substituted by new codes

enabling the body to stay younger longer, and ultimately to transcend the

physical limitations. The neurotransmitters are releasing chemicals that have

the components of the fountain of youth. Each of you who opens more to

love will begin to glow. It will be as if the cells in your body show their true

nature, that of the light within. (id)

- Thirdly, a process is beginning that will take some considerable time

to complete and will enable the physical body to change its shape and form

completely to become a light body. When you have achieved this state of

consciousness you will be able to travel in your light body / at will. You will

have mastered the physical world. The light and love of God/Goddess will

enable all of your blockages to clear with ease. The veils of fear, separation

and loneliness will be replaced by a very real feeling of Oneness with your

spiritual family, with your higher Self and with God/Goddess, All-That-Is. You

may even feel drawn to surround yourself with like-minded people who

share a common goal. Do not confuse this with the old concept of com-
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munes, where each person was seeking to ac out his own negative ego.

These new spiritually-based groups will recognise the strengths and weak-

nesses and work within those parameters. (234)

- You do not need to earn the right to be loved. You are loved totally

and completely for who you are. You do not need to do anything. There is

no earning in love. You deserve to be loved. It is your right and it is now that

you need to be willing to be loved. If you persist in refusing to be loved, you

will create for yourself many disasters in your life. It is for you to realise the

power of the Goddess pouring down upon you, pouring down upon the

whole of your world. (id)

- The Goddess is also working with your dreams, in ways you have not

conceived of before. The God/Goddess is here to open a level of awareness,

which will assist you to realise your dream life is your real life. The veils be-

tween your waking consciousness and your experience at night when asleep,

will begin to disintegrate, and you will feel, over the period of the next sev-

eral years, that you are requiring less / and less sleep, and the sleep will be

more akin to dreaming consciously. … You will now realise the impact you

may personally have in creating your own dreams. You will enable your

dreams to become manifest. You will become a conscious traveller in your

own dream state. Conscious dreaming will prepare you for the greater im-
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pact of the Goddess energy. It is through the God/Goddess energy that you

will learn you are a creator, in a very powerful and significant way! (234, 235)

- Remember, now you are opening up your senses so you can see be-

yond this world into the dream world and dream world is where you see

the life forms which give the vitality to the plants – the nature spirits. You

will be able to see angelic beings, your guides and your counsellors. You will

be able to see the extraterrestrials who are all around you. The great signifi-

cance of this period of time now, is the Goddess energy pouring in so strongly

through the Sirius vortex. It is a rebirth and a transformation. This is the time

when the vortex that was closed over 90.000 years ago has been opened

again. (id)

- Your task is to discover your own spirituality as you would most pre-

fer to express it. (236)

- You are simply becoming your truth and, in becoming, you will ex-

pand your awareness into the multiplicity of possible expressions. (237)


